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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

 

TERM MEANING 

AoS Area of Service 

CAPEX Capital expenditure 

cBOD5 Carbonaceous Biological Oxygen Demand 

Cfu/100ml Colony forming units (of micro-organisms) per 100mL of liquid sample 

g/m3 Gram per cubic meter 

GRWA Grange Road Water Association 

HHR Hahei Holiday Resort campground 

HWSA Hahei Water Supply Association 

IDAL Intermittent Decanted Aerated Lagoon - a wastewater treatment process 

Kg/day Kilograms per day 

L/s Litres per second, a flow rate 

m Metre as a measure of length 

m3 Cubic metre as a measure of volume 

MBR Membrane Bioreactor - a wastewater treatment process 

MFU Microfiltration Unit - a wastewater treatment process 

NES-DW National Environmental Standard 

NPS-FM National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management  

OPEX Operating expense 

Percentile Division of a frequency distribution into on hundredths 

SBR Sequential Batch Reactor - a wastewater treatment process 

TCDC Thames Coromandel District Council 

TN Total Nitrogen 

TP Total Phosphorus 

TSS Total Suspended Solids 

UV Ultraviolet light irradiation used in a wastewater disinfection technique  

WW Wastewater 

WWTP Wastewater Treatment Plant 
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1.0  
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Hahei is a rural seaside township which has developed over the years. The township has a 
low normal residential population which increases significantly over the summer months as a 
result of an influx of tourists and holidaymakers. Properties in the area are either connected 
to the TCDC owned wastewater treatment plant or have their own on-site treatment and 
disposed system.  

The Hahei wastewater treatment plant (WwTP) consists of an aeration pond, a retention pond, 
and a membrane filtration unit (MFU).  The treated wastewater is discharged to the Wigmore 
Stream. The current consent 117888 was granted in December 2017 and will expire on 15th 
December 2030.  The consent allows for the discharge of up to 700m3/d of treated municipal 
wastewater from the Hahei WwTP to the Wigmore Stream.  The consent contains various 
conditions relating to the operation of the plant and to the quality of the treated effluent. 

This feasibility study investigates options for the reticulation, treatment, and disposal of 
Hahei township’s wastewater as a whole over the following scenarios: interim (up to 2022); 
medium term (2034) and long term (2048). 

To support sustainable management of the expansion of water and wastewater services in 
Hahei, planning impacts were considered. The changing statutory and regulatory freshwater 
framework at a central and regional government level means a high level of uncertainty 
current prevails.  Freshwater management in New Zealand now puts Te Mana o te Wai at the 
front of national freshwater policy. For future wastewater servicing options, the critical 
considerations in terms of planning impacts is the change in nature of the discharge and the 
change in the flows and loads. In the interim scenario, while the existing discharge consent is 
still operative, the main concern is therefore the change in flows and loads. In the medium- 
and long-term scenarios after the expiry of the existing consent, future discharge consent 
applications to freshwater may potentially be more stringent following the recent NPS-FM 
government release.  

 

Reticulation 

In developing the reticulation plan for future connection areas, the following options were 
considered. 

• Gravity dominant network; 

• Pressure dominant network; and 

• Mix of gravity and pressure network. 

 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 

The current wastewater treatment plant has sufficient capacity for the interim scenario. 
However, the connection of further properties would require additional capacity upgrades. 
During the medium-term scenario, the resource consent for the wastewater treatment plant 
expires. Therefore, options for treatment plant upgrades need to consider increased capacity, 
likely increasing treatment standards, affordability, environmental effects and stakeholder 
views.  

Treatment options considered as part of this review included:  

• Expanding the existing pond system; 

• Intermittently Decanted Aerated Lagoon (IDAL); 

• Sequential Batch Reactor process (SBR); and 

• Membrane Bioreactor (MBR). 
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Treated Effluent Disposal 

Linked with the treatment options, the disposal options considered are as follows: 

• Continued stream discharge; 

• Land disposal; 

• Ocean discharge; 

• Deep Well Injection Bores; and 

• Water Reuse. 

Options Evaluation & Next Steps 

This report evaluates all the above options qualitatively across multiple criteria with 
consideration of constraints, risks and opportunities. The next steps will be to seek feedback 
from key stakeholders and the community. The options will then be refined in the next stage 
of reports. 
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2.0  
INTRODUCTION 

Thames Coromandel District Council (TCDC) is undertaking a high-level strategic feasibility 

study of the water and wastewater services for the Hahei community. The purpose of this 

feasibility study is to review longer-term, sustainable options for water supply and 

wastewater treatment services to cater for current and future development within Hahei. The 

study considers options staged over three servicing scenarios interim (2022), medium- (2034) 

and long-term (2048).  

This report identifies and evaluates wastewater options under various servicing scenarios. 

The water supply servicing options are covered under a separate report. 

2.1 BACKGROUND 

Of the 720 total dwellings in Hahei, the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) currently 

services 138 dwellings and the Hahei Holiday Resort (HHR) campground. The 

remaining properties are serviced by on-site systems. The condition and treatment 

standards of these systems are unknown. The existing treatment plant capacity is an 

average flow of 260m3/day, for further details on the plant capacity refer to section 

3.2.For more details on the current wastewater treatment scheme, see Appendix 1. 

2.2 POPULATION 

Rationale (2017 report) have estimated the growth in usual residential population out 

to 2048. In addition to off-peak residential increase, Hahei has also been experiencing 

increasing tourism over the peak summer periods. Hahei is a popular tourist and 

holiday destination with peak holiday periods seeing more than 5,000 overnight 

occupants. Therefore, an increasing wastewater quantity especially over the peak 

period is expected. 

2.3 CONSENT 

The treated wastewater is discharged to the Wigmore Stream. The current consent 

117888 was granted in December 2017 and will expire on 15th December 2030.  The 

consent allows for the discharge of up to 700m3/d of treated municipal wastewater 

from the Hahei WwTP to the Wigmore Stream.  The consent contains various 

conditions relating to the operation of the plant and to the quality of the treated 

effluent. 

Therefore, prior to the medium- (2034) and long-term (2048) timeframe, renewal of the 

consent will occur. As a result of this consent process, it is likely new conditions will 

be developed relating to the level of treatment and disposal.  

2.4 REFORMS 

Following the Central Government release of “Action for Healthy Waterways”, changes 

regarding the future direction of freshwater management in NZ is anticipated. This 

document states the Government’s freshwater objectives to stop further degradation, 

reverse previous damage and outlines a proposal to develop a National Environmental 

Standard (NES) for wastewater discharges. The impact of the current proposals from 

this document on future consent applications is uncertain but it can be expected that 

higher standard of discharge to the freshwater environment will be required. 

Therefore, when considering options in the medium- and long-term, future discharge 

consent conditions are assumed to be more stringent.  
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3.0  
CURRENT FLOWS AND PLANT CAPACITY 

3.1 CURRENT FLOWS 

Hahei is a tourist and holiday destination and therefore experiences fluctuations in 

flows, related to occupancy. For a better understanding of expected influent flows, 

these have been broken down into off-peak and peak period flows. 

The influent flows received by the Hahei WWTP are from two sources, residential flows 

and HHR. The influent flow data was sourced from records between April 2009 – 

March 2019. The HHR wastewater flow data is monitored by a separate flow meter. 

Hence the residential flows have been assumed to be the difference of the two 

measurements and represents flows from the 138 connected dwellings. 

The influent flow data had several missing values hence adjustments have been made 

to more accurately estimate the flow values. These have been summarised in Table 1 

below. 

 

TABLE 1: ESTIMATED CURRENT INFLUENT FLOWS (DEC 2009 – APR 2019) 

SOURCE OF INFLUENT UNITS AVERAGE OFF-PEAK AVERAGE PEAK PERIOD 

Total Flow m3/day 84 203 

HHR Flow m3/day 31 109 

Residential Flow m3/day 53 94 

3.2 CURRENT PLANT CAPACITY  

The following sections evaluate the plant capacity. Table 2 summarises the evaluation, 

which is explained in detail under the later sections. 

 

TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF PLANT CAPACITY EVALUATION 

PARAMETER PEAK PERIOD AVERAGE 

FLOW 

Current Influent Flow 203m3/day 

Aeration Capacity (constrained by aerators) 575 m3/day 

Hydraulic Retention Capacity (constrained by retention time) 260m3/day 

Hydraulic Throughput Capacity (constrained by MFU) 600m3/day 

The lowest value of the capacities dictates the plant capacity. Based on the assessment, 

the plant therefore has 57m3/day of available capacity (Difference between hydraulic 

retention capacity and influent flow). 
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3.2.1 AERATION CAPACITY 

The wastewater is aerated at two points in the treatment process, the aeration pond 

and the retention pond. Table 3 summarises the estimated aeration capacity of each 

pond.  

 

TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF EXISTING AERATION CAPACITY 

POND MODEL/TYPE POWER (kW) QUANTITY 

ESTIMATED 

SAE1 

(kgO2/kWh) 

ESTIMATED SOTR2 

(kgO2/day) 

Aeration 
Aquarators 6.2 (2.2 + 4) 2 

1.2 

357 

Aqualator 5 1 144 

Retention 
Brush 3 1 86 

Natural Aeration Capacity  28 

Total SOTR2 615 
1Standard aeration efficiency. 
2Standard oxygen transfer rate. 

Based on the current peak period flows and loads, the expected aeration requirement 

is summarised in Table 4 below. 

 

TABLE 4: EVALUATION OF AERATION REQUIREMENT 

PARAMETER UNITS PEAK PERIOD 

Peak Period Average Flow1 m3/day 203 

BOD5 g/m3 505 

NH3-N g/m3 72 

BOD5 process O2 requirement kgO2/kgBOD5 1.5 

NH3-N process O2 requirement kgO2/kg NH3-N 4.3 

Total O2 requirement kgO2/day 217 

Based on the above evaluations, the aerators should supply sufficient aeration for 

treatment. It should be noted that during peak days, the aeration requirements may 

double. However, undertaking operational adjustments to the pond water levels before 

the peak period may reduce the impact on the effluent quality. 

3.2.2 HYDRAULIC RETENTION CAPACITY 

Typically, a minimum retention time of 8 days is required in the aeration pond, to 

enable the treatment of the organics within the wastewater. The wastewater ponds 

were recently de-sludged in June 2020. The theoretical and actual retention time of the 

aeration pond and retention pond is summarised in Table 5 below.  

 

TABLE 5: SUMMARY OF POND VOLUMES AND RETENTION TIMES 

PARAMETER 
UNITS AERATION POND 

RETENTION 

POND 

Pond Volume m3 1,680 3,230 

Wet Sludge Volume m3 120 570 

Active Pond Volume m3 1,560 2,660 

Theoretical Off-Peak Retention Time days 20 38 

Actual Off-Peak Retention Time days 19 32 

Theoretical Peak Period Retention Time days 8 16 

Actual Peak Period Retention Time days 8 13 
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Historically the lower retention times in the aeration pond may have influenced the 

effluent quality, particularly for TKN and ammonia in 2017/2018.  

Although de-sludging is scheduled, the organic treatment (in particular ammonia) is 

still constrained by the aeration capacity and the retention time within the ponds 

therefore limiting the plant capacity. Following de-sludging, the plant capacity equates 

to an average peak period flow of 260m3/day. This capacity will gradually decrease 

over the years from build-up of sludge in the ponds. Therefore, based on the current 

average peak period flow of 203m3/day, the plant has 57m3/day of available capacity. 

3.3 CURRENT PLANT PERFORMANCE 

Table 6 below compares the current effluent quality (as of May 2020) against the 

consent limits. 

 

TABLE 6: COMPARISON OF CONSENT LIMITS AGAINST CURRENT EFFLUENT QUALITY 

(UP TO MAY 2020)  

PARAMETER

S 
UNITS 

RUNNING 

AVERAGE 

CONSENT 

LIMIT1 

CURRENT 

COMPLIANCE 

(MAY 2020) 

RUNNING 90TH 

PERCENTILE 

CONSENT 

LIMIT2 

CURRENT 

COMPLIANCE 

(MAY 2020) 

cBOD5 g/m3 10 Compliant 20 Compliant 

TSS g/m3 10 Compliant 20 Compliant 

NH3-N g/m3 10 Compliant 15 Compliant 

TKN g/m3 15 Compliant 20 Compliant 

TP g/m3 14 Compliant 20 Compliant 

E. Coli CFU/100mL 10 Compliant 20 Compliant3 
1Running average over any consecutive 10 samples shall not exceed the average consent limit. 

2Not more than one sample in each preceding 10 samples shall exceed the 90th percentile consent limit. 

3 Samples removed where known membrane issued had occurred 

Historical effluent quality issues have largely been resolved with the installation of the 

two new membrane cassettes in February 2020 and the desludging of the ponds in 

June 2020.  

3.3.1 DISCHARGE VOLUMES 

Table 7 summarises the effluent discharge volumes from December 2009 to April 

2019. The WWTP can discharge a maximum of 700m3/day of treated effluent to the 

Wigmore Stream. Since the commencement of the discharge consent in December 

2017, there have been no exceedances of the limit.  

 

TABLE 7: EFFLUENT DISCHARGE FLOW DURING OFF-PEAK AND PEAK PERIOD (DEC 

2009 – APR 2019) 

FLOW PARAMETER UNITS OFF-PEAK PEAK PERIOD 

Average 

m3/day 

104 212 

90th Percentile 274 339 

Max 754* 640 

*Occurred prior to December 2017 consent commencement and was due to heavy 

rainfall, greater than 50mm. 
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4.0  
WASTEWATER AREA OF SERVICE 

The following sections show the current area of service and proposed area of service in the 

interim (2022), medium-term (2034) and the long-term (2048) scenarios.  

4.1 CURRENT (2019) AND INTERIM (2022) AREA OF SERVICE 

Of the 720 total dwellings in Hahei, the Hahei WWTP currently services 138 dwellings 

and HHR. The current and interim proposed areas of service are highlighted in Figure 1 

below. The interim area of expansion considered: 

• Continued treatment through the current wastewater scheme; 

• Continued treated effluent discharge under the existing consent which expires 

in December 2030; 

• Network options for expansion of wastewater services which maximise potential 

environmental benefits. 

With the confirmed de-sludging of the aeration pond by June 2020, the interim 

scenario can service up to an additional 57m3/day of flow (up to 79 properties). 

 

FIGURE 1. CURRENT AND PROPOSED INTERIM EXPANSION AREA OF SERVICE 
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4.2 MEDIUM-TERM (2034) AREA OF SERVICE  

The medium-term proposes to prioritise:  

• Water service upgrades due to changes in statutory and regulatory framework 

for drinking water; 

• A new resource consent for effluent disposal; 

• WWTP upgrades which meet estimated long-term (2048) requirements under 

expected regulatory changes related to the proposed NES for wastewater 

discharges; and 

• Network options for minimal expansion due to the focus on managing water 

reforms. 

The number of dwellings connected to the wastewater network in the medium-term 

may only be a minor increase from the interim scenario with all remaining dwellings 

serviced in the long-term scenario. 

The medium-term area of expansion proposes servicing properties (~28 dwellings) 

adjacent to the stormwater pipe outfall leading to Hahei beach as presented in Figure 

2. In addition, connecting the remaining properties along Emma Place (3 dwellings) and 

the proposed subdivision on Pa Rd (20 dwellings). As the current consent expires in 

2030, these properties would be serviced under a new consent. 

 
FIGURE 2. PROPOSED MEDIUM-TERM EXPANSION AREA OF SERVICE 
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4.3 LONG-TERM (2048) AREA OF SERVICE 

The long-term wastewater expansion proposes connecting all remaining properties in 

Hahei including the 100-acre development properties (~59) south of the Hahei WWTP. 

This is presented visually in Figure 3 below. 

 
FIGURE 3. LONG-TERM WW EXPANSION AREA OF SERVICE 

4.4 DWELLINGS AND POPULATION PROJECTION 

The projected dwellings and population serviced under each servicing scenario are 

presented in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. The increase in dwellings and population 

correspond to the proposed increase in areas of service as outlined in the previous 

sections.  

The number of dwellings shown in Figure 4 does not include HHR dwellings. The HHR 

occupants have been accounted for in the population projections presented in Figure 

5. 
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FIGURE 4. DWELLINGS SERVICED BY WTP AND WWTP UNDER EACH SERVICING 

SCENARIO 

Hahei is a tourist and holiday destination and therefore experiences fluctuations in 

occupancy. As shown in Figure 5, there is a significant difference between off-peak and 

peak period populations with a spike in the peak day population. A large proportion of 

the serviced population is made up of people staying at the HHR which can have a 

peak day occupancy of up to 1,250 people. 

Figure 5 shows the proportion of the population being serviced by the WWTP under 

each servicing scenario. The interim and medium-term have minimal increases in 

serviced population as described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Therefore, the focus to 

expand services to the remainder of Hahei is staged in the long-term.  

 
FIGURE 5. POPULATION SERVICED BY WWTP UNDER EACH SERVICING SCENARIO 

The following assumptions have been made: 

• The medium population growth scenario from the Rationale report ‘TCDC 
Growth Projections to 2048’ (August 2017) has been used to predict the Hahei 
dwellings and population; 

• Off-peak population is assumed to be from 11 January to 21 December; 

• Peak period is assumed to be from 22 December to 10 January; and 

• The number of dwellings listed in the Rationale report excludes HHR dwellings. 
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5.0  
FUTURE FLOWS AND LOADS 

5.1 FUTURE FLOWS 

Using the current influent flows from Section 3.1 and the proposed areas of service 

from Section 4.0, an estimate of future off-peak average flow and peak period average 

flow was established as shown in Figure 6. The interim scenario has sufficient capacity 

for an additional 57m3/day of peak period average flow (equivalent to 79 properties) 

considering the current plant capacity. 

 
FIGURE 6. EXPECTED INFLUENT FLOWS AT EACH SERVICING SCENARIO 

Whereas, in the medium-term, an increase in capacity will be required as peak period 

average influent flow exceeds the current plant capacity. The future plant capacity will 

be based on the long-term peak period average influent flow (740m3/day) with 

consideration given to peak day flow.  

5.2 FUTURE INFLUENT LOADS 

An estimation of the influent quality was undertaken based on typical NZ influent 

loads per capita. These were used to calculate influent loads for each of the servicing 

scenarios as shown in Table 8. 
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TABLE 8: ESTIMATED INFLUENT LOADS UNDER EACH SERVICING SCENARIO 

PARAMETER 

SERVICING SCENARIO 

EXISTING (2019) INTERIM (2022) 
MEDIUM TERM 

(2034) 

LONG TERM 

(2048) 

Off-Peak 

Load1 

(kg/day) 

cBOD5     

TSS     

TN 

NH3-N 

TP 

Peak Period 

Load2 

(kg/day) 

cBOD5 

TSS 

TN 

NH3-N 

TP 

5.3 FUTURE EFFLUENT QUALITY 

As the current consent for effluent discharge is due to expire on 15 December 2030, 

the target effluent quality up until the interim servicing scenario will remain 

unchanged.  

For the medium- and long-term, it is likely that stringent criteria on required effluent 

quality will be stipulated. The target effluent quality will be highly dependent on the 

ultimate receiving environment.  

At this stage as the final disposal method has not been selected, a conservative 

approach has been taken to assume that the target effluent quality will be based on a 

continued discharge to the Wigmore Stream. Table 9 below shows the potential target 

effluent quality for the medium- and long-term servicing scenarios.  

TABLE 9: TARGET EFFLUENT QUALITY UNDER EACH SERVICING SCENARIO FOR A 

STREAM DISCHARGE 

PARAMETER UNITS 

SERVICING SCENARIO 

EXISTING (2019) INTERIM (2022) 
MEDIUM TERM 

(2034) 

LONG TERM 

(2048) 

AVG1 

90TH 

%ILE2 

AVG1 
90TH 

%ILE2 
AVG1 

90TH 

%ILE2 
AVG1 

90TH 

%ILE2 

cBOD5 g/m3 10 20 10 20 5 10 5 10 

TSS g/m3 10 20 10 20 5 10 5 10 

NH3-N g/m3 

TKN g/m3 

TN g/m3 

TP g/m3 

E. Coli 
cfu/10

0mL 
1Running average over any consecutive 10 samples shall not exceed the average consent limit. 

2Not more than one sample in each preceding 10 samples shall exceed the 90th percentile consent limit.
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6.0  
INTERIM OPTIONS 

As the effluent discharge consent is due to expire in December 2030, the interim (2022) 

wastewater treatment options have considered: 

• De-sludging of ponds by June 2020; 

• Continued discharge of effluent to the Wigmore Stream under the existing resource 

consent; 

• Servicing 79 additional properties adjacent to the Wigmore Stream as highlighted in 

Section 4.1; and 

• Available capacity of the existing plant (260m3/day) as described in Section 3.2. 

As no changes to the treatment process is expected within the interim scenario, the following 

sections assess the potential environmental benefits from the expansion of services and the 

network options for the expansion of services. 

6.1 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS 

As TCDC only service a portion of the community and HHR, it is assumed that the 

remaining community properties have on-site treatment and disposal systems. This 

could be septic tanks or advanced secondary treatment.  

To show the potential environmental benefit from connecting the community 

properties with on-site treatment systems to the Hahei WWTP, a comparison between 

typical wastewater effluent quality for an on-site treatment system and the Hahei 

WWTP has been summarised in Table 10 below: 

 

TABLE 10: COMPARISON OF AVERAGE EFFLUENT QUALITY BETWEEN ON-SITE 

TREATMENT SYSTEMS AND AVERAGE HAHEI WWTP EFFLUENT (2010 – 2020) 

PARAMETER UNITS ON-SITE TREATMENT1 HAHEI WWTP 

cBOD5 g/m3 20 3.1 

TSS g/m3 30 2.7 

NH3-N g/m3 5 - 20 8.6 

TP g/m3 10 7.4 

E. coli CFU/100mL 10,000 2.0* 

1(Auckland Council, 2018). Assuming the on-site treatment is equivalent to secondary treatment effluent 
quality. 
(Gunn, 2014). Performance Testing of On-site Domestic Wastewater Treatment Units – The On-Site Effluent 
Treatment National Testing Programme. 

*Median value provided 

The 79 properties adjacent to the Wigmore Stream is also equivalent to an estimate of 

13% of all properties with an on-site treatment system (584 properties).  

6.2 NETWORK OPTIONS 

The interim network options have considered servicing via a gravity network and a 

pressure sewer network. STEP (Septic Tank Effluent Pumping) systems and vacuum 

systems have not been considered.  
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STEP systems will result in reduction of cBOD5 of the wastewater, which would not be 

desirable if nutrient removal is required in the future. Moreover, there will be 

additional costs of operating and maintaining the septic tank and pumps.  

A vacuum system has also been excluded due to the high upfront capital costs of 

installing a vacuum pump station to service only 10% of the existing dwellings 

although the system may have some merits. 

Sections 7.3 and 7.4 further expand on these systems. 

6.2.1 GRAVITY NETWORK 

A gravity network consists of manholes, a gravity main, a pump station and pressure 

mains to discharge into the existing terminal pump station.  

Each of the 79 properties could connect into the new gravity main. The gravity main 

feeds into a proposed new pump station situated on the eastern side of the Wigmore 

Stream. This would then pump across the Wigmore Stream via the vehicle bridge 

through a new pressure main to feed into the existing terminal pump station. The 

existing terminal pump station requires minor upgrades for the increased capacity. 

The on-site treatment systems on the 79 proposed properties would be 

decommissioned.  

The current desktop review presents potential issues around achieving appropriate fall 

for the gravity main, having sufficient room for laying of the gravity main between the 

stream and the properties and also locating an appropriate pump station site out of 

the flood zone. Additionally, the properties on Wigmore Crescent near the foreshore 

on the north side of Wigmore Stream would be unlikely to be served by gravity to the 

proposed pump station.  

 

FIGURE 7. PROPOSED SCHEMATIC OF SERVICING 79 PROPERTIES VIA GRAVITY 

NETWORK  
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6.2.2 PRESSURE NETWORK 

Under this scenario each of the 79 properties would have an individual package pump 

which includes storage. The newly installed pumps will be publicly owned and 

maintained. The pumps will be connected into a new pressure sewer line. This 

pressure sewer line will run across the Wigmore Stream via the vehicle bridge to feed 

into the existing terminal pump station. The existing terminal pump station will 

require minor upgrades for the increased capacity. 

 

FIGURE 8. PROPOSED SCHEMATIC OF SERVICING 79 PROPERTIES VIA PRESSURE 

SEWER NETWORK 
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6.3 OPTIONS EVALUATION 

A comparative evaluation of the interim network options has been summarised in Table 11 below: 

TABLE 11: WASTEWATER SERVICING OPTIONS EVALUATION 

EVALUATION 

CRITERIA 

STATUS QUO GRAVITY NETWORK PRESSURE NETWORK 

Regulatory 

Impacts 

No additional flows or loads in addition to 

current compliance issues. 
Moderate increase in flows and loads therefore more challenging for compliance. 

Technical 

Does not increase additional flow and load 

to network and plant. 

30% increase in flow and load from current. 

Does not require any additional network. Installation of a larger diameter pipe. 

High sensitivity to grade. 

Installation of a new network pump station. 

Larger volume of network storage required 

at main pumping station. 

Network has higher peak wet weather flow. 

Simple, reliable network system. 

Installation of a smaller diameter pipe. 

Shallow construction possible. 

Reduced sensitivity to grade. 

Installation of a new pump station at each 

property. 

Storage available at each property. 

Network has lower peak wet weather flow. 

Environmental 

No reduction in potential seepage to 

Wigmore Stream from on-site systems. 

Potential reduction in seepage to Wigmore 

Stream from on-site systems. 

Gravity main in closer proximity to Wigmore 

Stream hence risk of breakage resulting in 

discharge to environment. 

Potential reduction in seepage to Wigmore 

Stream from on-site systems. 

Pressure sewer main is pressurised hence 

risk of breakage resulting in discharge to 

environment. 

Pipeline over Wigmore Stream has potential to discharge raw sewage if breakage occurs. 

Cultural 
No improvements on environmental effects 

on Wigmore Stream. 

Continued discharge to freshwater however potential improvements on environmental 

effects. 

Social 

No improvements on environmental effects 

on Wigmore Stream. 

Moderate improvements to Wigmore Stream. 

Installation of new pump station may 

impact on aesthetics. 

Minimal direct interaction with community. 

Installation of assets on ratepayer’s 

property, and associated power cost to run 

them. 

Moderate direct interaction with 

community. 
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TABLE 11: WASTEWATER SERVICING OPTIONS EVALUATION 

EVALUATION 

CRITERIA 

STATUS QUO GRAVITY NETWORK PRESSURE NETWORK 

Operational 

No impact on plant operations and 

maintenance from change in flows and 

loads. 

Moderate increase in flows and loads may cause operation and maintenance challenges. 

No impact on network operations and 

maintenance. 

Power required at pump station. 

Small quantities of infiltration and 

exfiltration are likely to be unnoticed and 

difficult to locate and repair. 

TCDC own and maintain individual property 

pumps. 

Power required at each individual property 

pump. 

As network is under pressure, network 

breakages are noticed quickly, found and 

repaired easily. 

Reduced network storage as individual 

property pumps have storage. 

Financial 

No additional capital financial costs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Higher capital cost but lower costs 

associated with additional future 

connections. 

Ratepayer to pay upfront capital costs of 

pump. 

Ratepayer to pay power costs of pump. 

Linear cost correlation with additional 

future connections due to pump costs. 

More house connections. 

Programme  

Larger diameter pipeline installation. 

Consenting and construction of an 

additional pump station. 

Smaller diameter pipeline installation. 

Installation of pumps at individual 

households and increased interaction with 

community. 
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6.3.1 CONSTRAINTS 

Key constraints to the implementation of each network option is described below:  

Gravity Dominant Network: 

• Land topography. Properties in lower-lying areas directly adjacent to the 

Wigmore Stream have minimal available space for installation of a gravity line. 

Some properties would require a pressure sewer system to connect to the 

network.  

• Location of existing infrastructure. Alignment and depth of the gravity mains is 

dependent on the location of existing stormwater and water infrastructure and 

other utilities. 

• Appropriate land for a pump station. Locating sufficient land for construction 

of a pump station with resident agreement may be challenging. 

• Stream crossings. Stream crossing on Wigmore Crescent and Pa Road may 

require a separate pipe bridge due to the size of the gravity sewer. A gravity 

sewer installed under a stream will require regulatory approval. 

• Capacity of existing pump stations. The capacity of the pump stations will have 

to be assessed with potential upgrades to meet the expansion of service area. 

Pressure Sewer Dominant Network: 

• Installation of individual package pumps on private land. This system has a 

major reliance on ratepayers to consent to and agree with installation of a 

pressure sewer system at each property. 

• Similar, to the gravity network, location of existing infrastructure and 

obtaining consent for proposed stream crossings are also constraints for a 

pressure sewer. 

6.3.2 RISKS 

Key risks to the implementation of each option is described below: 

• Compliance risk due to increase in flows and loads. Historical plant issues 

have in turn lead to compliance issues. These plants issues have since been 

resolved by Council. However, an increase in flows and loads may potentially 

pose further operational challenges to ensure optimal plant performance. 

• Community reluctant to connect to TCDC wastewater network. Some 

properties may already have advanced on-site treatment systems. Ratepayers 

may be reluctant to connect if high additional costs are required. This may have 

flow on effects for the sizing of the network design. 

Gravity Dominant Network: 

• Pump station overflow and pipe breakage. There is a risk of potential 

breakages occurring which may be difficult to identify. 

• Consenting issues with stream crossings. This can be challenging due to 

environmental and regulatory issues.  

• Flooding risk to pump station locations. Pump stations located in lower lying 

areas may be at risk of flooding. This requires particular attention at the 
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detailed design stage to prevent overflow or damage to the pump station 

equipment. 

• Appropriate sizing of gravity pipelines. The interim proposes connecting to a 

portion of the community. Therefore, sizing of the gravity main must also 

consider future potential connections. An undersized main would reduce the 

cost-effective nature of this network option. 

Pressure Sewer Dominant Network: 

• Pipe breakage. Risk of breakage occurring, but this can be resolved more 

quickly as it can be easier to spot in a pressurised network.   

6.3.3 OPPORTUNITIES 

Key opportunities in the implementation of each network option is described below: 

• Upgrade of SCADA and telemetry on network. Improving monitoring systems 

will allow Council to better manage and operate the network. Additionally, it will 

also ensure faster response times breakages or community complaints which 

demonstrates Council’s commitment to improving environmental effects.   

Gravity Dominant Network: 

• Cost effective use of existing TCDC gravity network. Extending the network 

with gravity mains where practical maximises the capacity of the system and 

reduces the need for new pump stations. 

• Known technology. Operators are more familiar with a gravity system. 

• Conveying via gravity. This can be more cost effective in some circumstances 

as opposed to conveyance by pressure pumps or a pump station. 

Pressure Sewer Dominant Network: 

• Simpler construction. Less extensive construction with no pump stations or 

deep construction excavations. 

• Faster and easier construction. Construction of smaller pipes, with minimal 

reliance on grade in a brown field can be simpler. Need to verify that the system 

will operate effectively during peak and off-peak periods. 
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7.0  
MEDIUM- AND LONG-TERM NETWORK 
OPTIONS 

The network options considered for servicing the future scenarios have been separated into 

two options:  

• Gravity dominant network system (where gravity network is preferred except for areas 
where this would be infeasible due to topography and layout of Hahei); and 

• Pressure sewer dominant network system (where pressure network is preferred, except 
in areas where gravity may be more affordable).  

This is a high-level assessment of how the options may be implemented. However, it may be 

more feasible to have a mixture of gravity and pressure sewer within each area. This would 

be re-evaluated during preliminary design should any of these options be implemented.  

The network options have considered the following aspects: 

• Spatial layout and topography of the areas to be serviced; 

• Maximising the density of dwellings serviced by the network (i.e. efficiency) for each 
proposed reticulation upgrade; 

• Available area for additional pump stations and potential consent issues; 

• Environmental benefits of proposed upgrades; and 

• Cost effectiveness of proposed upgrades. 

Figure 9 highlights and labels the areas which are proposed to be serviced.  

 
FIGURE 9. WASTEWATER AREAS OF PROPOSED FUTURE SERVICE WITH OVERLAID 

CONTOURS 
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The option of combining with or reticulating to the Cooks Beach WWTP was also considered 

at a high-level. The two townships are more than 8km apart with steep terrain and an estuary 

situated between them. Reticulation would incur extremely high capital costs and pose 

challenges in the consenting process. Therefore, this option has been disregarded but may be 

revisited in future when the economies of scale permit. 

7.1 GRAVITY DOMINANT NETWORK 

The existing TCDC wastewater network is a gravity network. Expansion of the area of 

service may be achieved through extension and upgrades of the existing network. 

Where possible, the alignment of the gravity mains would be installed in the road 

reserve for ease of maintenance and to minimise the impacts on private property.   

In areas of Hahei where installation of a gravity network is infeasible, additional pump 

stations and pressure mains may be required (i.e. the SW Outfall, 100-acre West and 

North Pa Rd area). New pump stations may be located on TCDC or procured land.   

Figure 10 is an indicative schematic of a gravity dominant network. Appendix 2 

contains enlarged sections of Figure 10 in Drawings G1, G2 and G3. The diagrams 

propose how a gravity system could be implemented considering: 

• Staging over the servicing scenarios; 

• Possible locations for new infrastructure; 

• Connection points to the existing network; and 

• Properties which may require connection through the pressure sewer system 

where gravity was not viable (presented in pink). 

  

FIGURE 10. INDICATIVE SCHEMATIC OF A GRAVITY DOMINANT NETWORK (SEE 

APPENDIX 2, DRAWING G1 TO G3 FOR DETAILED IMAGES) 
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7.1.1 MEDIUM-TERM 

SW Outfall (Drawing G1) 

 

The area is a shallow valley with a stream running between the two main sections of 

properties. An extension of the existing network along the road reserve may be 

impractical and hence a gravity main and pump station near the base of the valley 

would service these properties. The wastewater would be pumped via a pressure main 

into the existing gravity network through a connection point on Hahei Beach Road. 
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Emma Place (Drawing G3) 

 

The current TCDC network already extends to this area hence connection only requires 

private connections to the gravity network. 

Pa Rd Subdivision (Drawing G3) 

These properties would be serviced via a gravity main along Pa Rd and connect to the 

existing pump station. The gravity main would be sized for further connections in the 

long-term. 

7.1.2 LONG-TERM 

Grange Rd (Drawing G1) 

This area is hilly and therefore it is proposed to be predominantly served by: 

• Gravity mains extending from the existing network up Grange Rd; 

• Gravity mains along Tutaritari Rd feeding into the ‘SW Outfall’ area pump 

station proposed in the medium-term.  

Some properties, highlighted in pink (Figure 10), would be served by pressure sewer 

due to the contours of the land.  
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Central Hahei (Drawing G1) 

This area gradually slopes towards the WWTP. Therefore, it is proposed to extend the 

existing network connecting at two points on Robyn Crescent and Michelle Lane. 

Eastern Wigmore Hills (Drawing G2) 

 

The majority of the gravity system would be established in the interim scenario. This 

area is on a hill, and therefore its proposed to be served through additional gravity 

mains along and extending off Pa Rd. 

South Hahei (Drawing G3) 

Similar to ‘Central Hahei’, the area gradually slopes towards the WWTP. An extension 

of the gravity main installed in the medium-term along Pa Rd is proposed. This new 

gravity main will extend along Emmerdale Drive, Hahei Beach Rd and Pa Rd feeding 

into the terminal pump station. 

100-acre West (Drawing G3) 

The contours of the proposed area of development indicate a shallow valley. It is 

proposed that this area would be serviced by a new gravity main and pump station. 

Wastewater would be pumped via a pressure main directly to the WWTP. This is a 

greenfield area hence location of infrastructure is more flexible.  
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100-acre East (Drawing G3) 

This area is directly adjacent to the properties already serviced on Orchard Rd. It is 

proposed that these properties could be connected through a simple extension of the 

gravity main constructed in the interim scenario. 

The potential constraints, risks and opportunities with this network system are further 

discussed in Section 7.5. 

7.2 PRESSURE SEWER DOMINANT NETWORK  

This network system involves constructing clusters of pressure sewer zones feeding 

into the existing network. Each property connected to the pressure sewer system 

would have an individual package pump which includes some on-site storage. It is 

proposed that the pumps would be owned and maintained by TCDC. The pumps would 

be connected into a new pressure sewer main which then feeds into the existing TCDC 

network. The existing network infrastructure will require upgrades to meet future 

demands.  

Figure 11 is an indicative schematic of a pressure sewer dominant network. Appendix 

2 contains enlarged sections of Figure 11 in Drawings P1, P2 and P3. The diagrams 

propose how a pressure sewer system could be implemented considering: 

• Staging over the servicing scenarios; 

• Possible locations for new pressure sewer mains; 

• Connection points to the existing network; and 

• Properties which may be more easily connected via gravity mains into the 

existing TCDC network. 

 
FIGURE 11. INDICATIVE SCHEMATIC OF A PRESSURE SEWER DOMINANT NETWORK 

(SEE APPENDIX 2, DRAWING P1 TO P3 FOR DETAILED IMAGES) 
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7.2.1 MEDIUM-TERM 

SW Outfall (Drawing P1) 

 

Pressure sewer mains would be installed along Hahei Beach Rd and Tutaritari Rd and 

feed into an existing manhole on Hahei Beach Rd. This area may be better serviced 

with pressure sewer due to the complex topography as described in Section 7.1.1. 
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Emma Place (Drawing P3) 

 

The current TCDC network already extends to this area hence connection only requires 

private connections to the gravity network. 

Pa Rd Subdivision (Drawing P3) 

These properties would be serviced via a pressure sewer main along Pa Rd and connect 

to the existing pump station. The pressure sewer main would be sized for further 

connections in the long-term. 

7.2.2 LONG-TERM 

Grange Rd (Drawing P1) 

Pressure sewer mains would be installed along Grange Rd and feed into an existing 

manhole off Grange Rd.  

Central Hahei (Drawing P1) 

Properties along Hahei Beach Road would connect into the pressure sewer main 

installed in the medium-term. The remaining area, highlighted in blue (Figure 11), 

gradually slopes towards the WWTP hence would be serviced by gravity, connecting at 

two points on Robyn Crescent and Michelle Lane into the existing network. 
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Eastern Wigmore Hills (Drawing P2) 

 

Majority of the pressure sewer system would be established in the interim scenario. 

This area would only require house connections along Pa Rd to the pressure sewer 

main and minor extensions of the pressure sewer main up the cul-de-sac roads. 

South Hahei (Drawing P3) 

The pressure sewer main installed along Pa Rd in the medium-term would be extended 

along Emmerdale Drive and Hahei Beach Rd. 

100-acre West (Drawing P3) 

Pressure sewer mains would be installed along Hahei Beach Rd and Jackson Place to 

feed directly to the WWTP. This area may be better serviced with pressure sewers due 

to the topography as described in Section 7.1.2. 

100-acre East (Drawing G3) 

This area is directly adjacent to the properties already serviced on Orchard Rd. 

Therefore, the properties could be connected through a simple extension of the 

pressure sewer main constructed in the interim scenario. 

The potential constraints, risks and opportunities with this network system are further 

discussed in Section 7.5. 
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7.3 STEP SYSTEMS 

STEP systems are similar to pressure systems; however, they include a septic tank on 

each property, and then pump the effluent through a pressurised line. STEP systems 

have the advantage that they could reuse some of the existing household’s 

infrastructure and they provide a higher level of resilience to earthquake and land 

movement. STEP would be similar in terms of installed infrastructure to the pressure 

system. However, they have additional requirements for maintenance and replacement 

of the septic tanks including ongoing sludge removal and cleaning. STEP systems were 

not considered at this stage due to the potential age and unknown conditions of the 

existing septic tanks. 

7.4 VACUUM SYSTEMS 

Vacuum systems have been installed at one community system at Kawakawa Bay in 

Auckland. These systems have numerous vacuum pits installed in the network 

(typically one for 3 to 6 lots) which then transfer the wastewater to the treatment plant 

via vacuum in the network. While a potentially viable option, these were not considered 

as their layout and installation would be similar to a pressure system. The viability of 

this system would need to be re-evaluated once the areas and timing of connections is 

determined. 
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7.5 NETWORK OPTIONS EVALUATION 

A comparative evaluation of the network options based on a traffic light system has been summarised in Table 12 below. 

TABLE 12: NETWORK OPTIONS EVALUATION 

EVALUATION CRITERIA GRAVITY DOMINANT NETWORK PRESSURE SEWER DOMINANT NETWORK 

Regulatory Consenting for wastewater pump station sites can be 

challenging due to proximity of residences, communal areas and 

public reserves. Proximity to Wigmore Stream may raise 

additional consenting issues. 

Fewer regulatory requirements as no pump stations in public spaces 

are required. 

Technical Installation of a larger diameter pipe. Installation of a smaller diameter pipe. 

Deeper pipeline construction required. Shallower pipeline construction possible. 

High sensitivity to grade. Reduced sensitivity to grade and may follow ground profile. 

Installation of a new network pump station. No network pump stations required. 

Larger volume of network storage required at main pumping 

station. 

Reduced network storage as individual property pumps have storage. 

More challenging to retrofit to brownfield areas. Easier to retrofit to brownfield areas. 

Network has higher peak wet weather flow. Network has lower peak wet weather flow. 

Operation and 

Maintenance 

Existing network is a gravity system therefore operations and 

maintenance would predominantly be one type of network 

system. 

Existing network is a gravity system therefore pressure sewer 

introduces operations and maintenance of a second type of network 

system. 

Operation and maintenance of fewer pump stations. TCDC own and maintain many individual property pumps. 

Power required at pump station. Power required at each individual property pump. 

Small quantities of infiltration and exfiltration are likely to be 

unnoticed and difficult to locate and repair. 

As network is under pressure, network breakages are noticed quickly, 

found and repaired easily. 

Environmental Gravity main installed in closer in proximity to Wigmore Stream 

hence risk of breakage may result in discharge to environment. 

Pressure sewer main is pressurised hence risk of breakage may result 

in discharge to environment. 

Social Installation of new pump stations may impact on visual amenity 

values.  

Installation of assets on ratepayer’s property, and associated power 

cost to run them. 

Minimal direct interaction of community with wastewater assets. Moderate direct interaction with community, due to assets located at 

each dwelling. 

Financial High upfront capital cost for gravity mains and pump stations. High upfront capital cost of pump units. 

Lower costs associated with additional future connections. Linear cost correlation with additional future connections due to 

pump costs. 

Council to pay all power costs. Ratepayer to pay ongoing power costs of pump. 
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7.5.1 CONSTRAINTS 

Key constraints to the implementation of each network option is described below:  

Gravity Dominant Network: 

• Land topography. The topography in Hahei is such that there is insufficient fall 

to convey all wastewater by gravity to sewer. Some properties would require a 

pressure sewer system to connect to the network. An example of these potential 

topography constraints is when the gravity sewer would be installed in the road 

above the level of the connecting properties. Specific areas where this may apply 

are properties along Grange Rd, Orchard Rd and Wigmore Crescent on the 

foreshore. 

• Location of existing infrastructure. Alignment and depth of the gravity mains is 

dependent on the location of existing stormwater and water infrastructure and 

other utilities. 

• Appropriate land for a pump station. The gravity mains would be installed in 

areas with higher residential density. Therefore, locating sufficient land for 

construction of a pump station with resident agreement may be challenging. 

• Stream crossings. Stream crossings may require a separate pipe bridge due to 

the size of the gravity sewer. A gravity sewer installed under a stream will 

require regulatory approval. 

• Capacity of existing pump stations. The capacity of the pump stations will have 

to be assessed with likely potential upgrades to meet the expansion of service 

area. 

Pressure Sewer Dominant Network: 

• Installation of individual package pumps on private land. This system has a 

major reliance on ratepayers to consent to and agree with installation of a 

pressure sewer system at each property. 

• Similar, to the gravity network, location of existing infrastructure and 

obtaining consent for proposed stream crossings are also constraints for a 

pressure sewer. 

7.5.2 RISKS 

Key risks to the implementation of each network option is described below: 

Gravity Dominant Network: 

• Pump station overflow and pipe breakage. There is a risk of potential 

breakages occurring which may be difficult to identify. 

• Consenting issues with stream crossings. This can be challenging due to 

environmental and regulatory issues.  

• Flooding risk to pump station locations. Pump stations located in lower lying 

areas may be at risk of flooding. This requires particular attention at the 

detailed design stage to prevent overflow or damage to the pump station 

equipment. 

Pressure Sewer Dominant Network: 

• Pipe breakage. Risk of breakage occurring, but this can be resolved more 

quickly as it can be easier to spot in a pressurised network. 
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7.5.3 OPPORTUNITIES 

Key opportunities in the implementation of each network option is described below: 

• Upgrade of SCADA and telemetry on network. Improving monitoring systems 

will allow Council to better manage and operate the network. Additionally, it will 

also ensure faster response times breakages or community complaints which 

demonstrates Council’s commitment to improving environmental effects.   

Gravity Dominant Network: 

• Cost effective use of existing TCDC gravity network. Extending the network 

with gravity mains where practical maximises the capacity of the system and 

reduces the need for new pump stations. 

• Known technology. Operators are more familiar with a gravity system. 

• Conveying via gravity. This can be more cost effective in some circumstances 

as opposed to conveyance by pressure pumps or a pump station. 

Pressure Sewer Dominant Network: 

• Simpler construction. Less extensive construction with no pump stations or 

deep construction excavations. 

• Faster and easier construction. Construction of smaller pipes, with minimal 

reliance on grade in a brown field can be simpler. Need to verify that the system 

will operate effectively during peak and off-peak periods. 
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8.0  
MEDIUM- AND LONG-TERM TREATMENT 
OPTIONS 

The medium- and long-term treatment and disposal options for the Hahei WWTP have been 

separated into two sections. This section describes the potential treatment option upgrades 

to meet medium- and long-term wastewater demands. Section 9.0 describes the disposal 

options. The treatment options considered are as follows: 

• Status Quo: the existing process; 

• Expanding Pond Capacity: the existing process with a new expanded maturation pond  

and repurposing the existing maturation pond into an aeration pond; 

• New Intermittently Decanted Aerated Lagoon (IDAL): a pond based activated sludge 

batch process and repurposing of the existing ponds to assist in the process; 

• New Sequential Batch Reactor (SBR): an activated sludge batch process held in a 

concrete tank which cycles through treatment phases. The existing ponds would be 

decommissioned or repurposed; and 

• New Membrane Bioreactor (MBR): an advanced activated sludge process in a mixed 

reactor. The existing ponds would be decommissioned or repurposed. 

The above options are not an exhaustive list but simply the most viable high-level options. 

These options proposed have considered: 

• The limitations of the existing system including seasonal holiday flows; 

• Stringent effluent quality requirements in future; and 

• Similar technologies in the district.  

The options have then been evaluated qualitatively across multiple criteria followed by a 

discussion of constraints, risks and opportunities. 

To obtain the maximum consent term of 35 years, the renewed or new discharge consent 

may propose consent conditions to meet the long-term demands. Therefore, the options have 

been sized based on the long-term design requirements. The implementation of the preferred 

option would be staged to complement expected expansion as well as ensure practicability 

and affordability in the medium-term.  

8.1 STATUS QUO 

This option utilises the existing process and assumes de-sludging of both ponds by 

June 2020. This option has insufficient capacity to treat the medium and long-term 

servicing requirements but has been included here for comparative purposes.  

 

FIGURE 12. BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM – STATUS QUO 
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FIGURE 13. CURRENT PLANT LAYOUT 

8.2 EXPANDING POND CAPACITY 

This option involves using the same overall plant process but expanding the aeration 

capacity and the hydraulic retention time. Technical implementation of this treatment 

option would as a minimum include: 

• Continuing the use of the existing aeration pond and aerators; 

• Converting the existing maturation pond into an aeration pond to satisfy the 

required increase in aeration capacity; 

• Installing approximately 30kW of aeration to the newly converted aeration pond; 

• Constructing a new maturation pond (approximate surface area of 3,000m2);  

• Upgrading the MFU for capacity and assessing condition of ancillary systems 

(only required in the long term); and 

• Planting screen plants to improve visual aesthetics. 

 

FIGURE 14. BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM - EXPANDING POND CAPACITY 

N 
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FIGURE 15. EXPANDING POND CAPACITY INDICATIVE SCHEMATIC 

8.3 INTERMITTENTLY DECANTED AERATED LAGOON (IDAL) 

An IDAL is a pond based activated sludge process where secondary settled wastewater 

is decanted in batches instead of continuously. Aeration and settling are time phased 

in the IDAL and occur in the same pond. Following the settling period, the effluent is 

decanted into the decant pond (the repurposed aeration pond). The effluent is then 

treated by the MFU before being discharged. 

Technical implementation of this treatment option would as a minimum include: 

• Constructing a new IDAL pond (approximate surface area of 2,500m2) and 

ancillary systems; 

• Repurposing the existing aeration pond into a decant pond to ensure steady 

feed to the MFU; 

• Repurposing the existing maturation pond into a buffer pond for peak periods 

and peak wet weather flow; 

• Building a new sludge storage tank (approximately 100m3); 

• Upgrading the MFU for capacity and assessing condition of ancillary systems 

(only required in the long term); and 

• Planting screen plants to improve visual aesthetics. 

N 
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FIGURE 16. BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM - IDAL 

 

FIGURE 17. IDAL INDICATIVE SCHEMATIC 

8.4 SEQUENTIAL BATCH REACTORS (SBR) 

An SBR is a process variant of a conventional activated sludge process, where 

wastewater is treated in batches instead of continuously. A typical SBR cycle consists 

of Fill, React-Mix, React-Aerate, Settle, Decant and Idle. This treatment cycle can take 

place in a single tank therefore eliminating the need for the maturation pond. To 

manage fluctuation in flows between off-peak and peak period, a twin SBR process 

with a decant tank is proposed. 

Technical implementation of this treatment option would as a minimum include: 

• Constructing twin concrete SBR tanks (approximate surface area of 320m2 for 

each tank) with a decant tank to ensure steady feed to the MFU; 

N 
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• Installing ancillary systems; 

• Decommissioning the aeration pond; 

• Repurposing the maturation pond as a buffer pond for peak periods and peak 

wet weather flow; 

• Building a new sludge storage tank (approximately 150m3); 

• Upgrading the MFU for capacity and assessing condition of ancillary systems 

(only required in the long term); and 

• Planting screen plants to improve visual aesthetics. 

 

 

FIGURE 18. BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM – SBR 

 
FIGURE 19. SBR INDICATIVE SCHEMATIC 

N 
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8.5 MEMBRANE BIOREACTOR (MBR) 

An MBR is a process variant of a conventional activated sludge process. It uses 

activated sludge in a highly mixed reactor with additional aeration to biologically treat 

the wastewater prior to microfiltration of the final effluent.  

Technical implementation of this treatment option would as a minimum include: 

• Decommissioning the aeration pond; 

• Installing a new MBR pre-screening unit; 

• Constructing and installing a new concrete tank MBR system (approximate 

surface area of 200m2) including ancillary systems; 

• Repurposing the maturation pond as a buffer pond for peak periods and peak 

wet weather flow; 

• Decommissioning the MFU and reusing at another site; 

• Building a new sludge storage tank (approximately 150m3); and  

• Planting screen plants to improve visual aesthetics. 

  

 

FIGURE 20. BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM - MBR 
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FIGURE 21. MBR INDICATIVE SCHEMATIC 

N 
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8.6 TREATMENT OPTIONS EVALUATION 

The options for the WWTP have been evaluated under the concept of the Best Practicable Option as defined in the Resource Management Act. This is to identify 

an optimal solution with a whole-of-system approach considering the technical aspects, environment, affordability, CAPEX and OPEX. This has been captured in 

Table 13 below with a comparative evaluation of the treatment options based on a traffic light system. 

TABLE 13: TREATMENT OPTIONS EVALUATION 

CRITERIA STATUS QUO – NO UPGRADES EXPANDING PONDS IDAL SBR MBR 

Technology 

Reliability 

Capacity exceedances in 

the medium and long 

term causing reduced 

plant performance. 

Proven technology similar 

to existing WWTP, 

however has performance 

limitations in terms of 

nutrient removal. 

Proven technology used 

in multiple WWTPs in 

NZ. 

Proven technology used 

in multiple TCDC 

WWTPs. 

Proven technology used 

in multiple WWTPs in 

NZ. 

Organics Removal 

Reliant on natural processes with minimal 

optimisation during peak period with increased flows 

and loads. 

Controlled process optimised for efficient organics removal especially during 

peak periods with increased flows and loads. 

Nutrient Removal  

Will not remove nitrogen to future expected stringent 

discharge standards as dependent on natural 

processes. Limited denitrification. 

Custom built with adequate process control to removal nutrients and therefore 

may meet future expected stringent discharge standards. Process optimised for 

denitrification therefore increased nitrogen removal. 

Bacteriological 

Treatment  

Microfiltration for high bacteriological removal and therefore will meet future expected stringent discharge standards. 

Process 

Resilience/ 

Redundancy 

Low resilience to peak 

period flows and loads 

due to exceeding 

treatment capacity in 

the medium to long 

term. 

Medium resilience to peak 

period flows and loads 

due to less process 

control and slower overall 

process.  

High resilience to off-peak flows and loads as can 

modulate capacity. 

 

Medium resilience to off-

peak flows and loads 

due to fixed MBR design. 

All options have flow buffer available in existing/future ponds to manage wet weather and peak day flows. 

These may double the peak period flows. 

No additional process units for redundancy. Twin SBR tanks for 

process redundancy. 

Can have multiple trains 

for process redundancy. 

Process 

Expandability 

Demand currently 

exceeds plant capacity. 

Require extensive earthworks to increase pond size. 

 

Ability to install 

additional SBR with 

minor works.  

Ability to install 

additional MBR trains 

with minor works. 
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TABLE 13: TREATMENT OPTIONS EVALUATION 

CRITERIA STATUS QUO – NO UPGRADES EXPANDING PONDS IDAL SBR MBR 

Flexibility for 

Staging 

Capacity of the existing 

ponds are maximised.  

No ability for medium-

term staging of pond size. 

Stage aeration 

requirements. 

No ability for medium-

term staging of pond 

construction. 

Ability for medium-term 

staging due to twin 

SBRs. 

Ability for medium-term 

staging due to 

modularity. 

Geotechnical 

Risks 

None. Larger footprint, higher risk if ground condition is 

poor. 

Compact footprint, lower risk. 

Construction 

Complexity 

None. Large scale of earthworks. Concrete tank construction. 

Existing plant processes may continue treatment alongside construction/plant upgrade. 

Operation and 

Maintenance 

Familiar technology to the operators. Requires increased 

process control. 

Requires increased 

process control, but 

similar to other TCDC 

plants. 

Requires increased 

process control. 

15-year design life for mechanical components before replacement. 

More difficult to maintain due to pond access and potential health and safety 

precautions around depth of pond. 

15-year design life for 

mechanical components 

before replacement. 

Concrete tanks are 

easier to maintain. 

5-10-year design life for 

membrane before 

replacement. 

Concrete tanks are easier 

to maintain. 

Power 

Consumption 

No change in current 

power consumption. 

Medium as increased 

aeration. 

Medium as increase in aeration and operation of 

twin units. 

Medium due to 

membrane air scouring. 

Sludge 

Management 

Periodic de-sludging. Periodic de-sludging. Medium sludge generation with regular offsite disposal. 

 

Chemical Usage 

None. 

 

Potential carbon and alum dosing 

 

Potential carbon and 

alum dosing with regular 

membrane CIPs. 

Capital Cost Low High Medium High  

Operation and 

Maintenance 

Costs 

Low Medium 

 

 

High from additional 

aeration, chemical cleans 

and replacement of 

membranes. 
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8.6.1 CONSTRAINTS 

Key constraints to the implementation of the proposed treatment options include: 

• Funds for capital investment. Without sufficient capital funds, the treatment 

options are highly limited in terms of the potential options that can be feasible. 

The funding ability is linked to the impact on rates and affordability for the rate 

payers. 

• Acceptable ground conditions. All options require construction, although of 

different magnitudes and area requirements. If ground conditions are unsuitable 

for future upgrades, other site locations for the WWTP may need to be 

investigated. 

• New/renewed consent discharge limits from the consenting process. These 

dictate the design requirements of the treatment options. 

• Dependency on natural processes with limited process control. The ‘status 

quo’ and ‘expanding pond’ options are both dependent on natural processes and 

as a result cannot achieve the same consistency and high level of treatment 

compared with the IDAL, SBR and MBR. 

• Local expertise for plant operation. MBR requires specific knowledge and skill 

for efficient operation of the process units. Without operators in close proximity 

with suitable skills, adequate management and operation of the plant may be 

challenging to achieve required treatment performance.  

8.6.2 RISKS 

Key risks to the implementation of the proposed treatment options include: 

• Disruption to existing WWTP during construction. The construction may occur 

in close proximity to the existing plant hence could impact on the operation or 

maintenance and therefore the overall performance of the plant. 

• Construction of plant processes on unforeseen and inappropriate ground 

conditions. The ground below the process unit may settle differentially 

demanding high loads on the tank structure. This can be mitigated through 

geotechnical investigations and required remediation of the site prior to design. 

• Non-performance of the overall treatment scheme. The new plant may not 

meet the intended design requirements and therefore would be unable to meet 

the stringent discharge limits. This may lead to non-compliance, additional plant 

upgrades and community frustration due to unsatisfactory outcomes. 

• Under sizing of the treatment process. The future growth may exceed the 

current estimated growth projections earlier than expected. Therefore, the 

consequence may be additional capital expenditure for plant upgrades to meet 

these demands. 

• Presence of toxic substances in the wastewater that inhibit the biological 

treatment process. This would be more challenging for the treatment plant 

options where there is minimal buffer volume such as the SBR, IDAL and MBR.  

• Inadequate operation of unfamiliar treatment processes. MBR requires specific 

knowledge and skill for efficient operation. With minimal experience and 

background, these processes may be run inefficiently and ineffectively therefore 

leading to poor plant performance. This may lead to non-compliance. 
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• Meeting stakeholder expectations. There has been active interest from various 

stakeholders on the outcomes of the WWTP. Balancing expectations and 

practicable considerations such as plant operation and affordability can be 

challenging.  

8.6.3 OPPORTUNITIES 

Key opportunities of the proposed treatment options include: 

• Standardising wastewater technology across the district with implementation of 

an SBR. 

• Expanding wastewater operational knowledge to a more advanced technology 

such as the MBR. 

• Using the above knowledge in future conversions of SBRs into MBRs. 
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9.0  
MEDIUM- AND LONG-TERM DISPOSAL 
OPTIONS 

The following section describes the potential treated effluent disposal options for Hahei 

WWTP to meet medium- and long-term wastewater demands with consideration of 

increasingly stringent wastewater discharge standards. The options considered are as 

follows: 

• Stream discharge. 

• Land disposal. 

• Ocean discharge. 

• Deep Well Injection Bores; and 

• Water Reuse. 

The options have then been evaluated qualitatively across multiple criteria followed by a 

discussion of constraints, risks and opportunities. 

9.1 STREAM DISCHARGE 

This would involve discharge of treated effluent to Wigmore Stream via the existing 

discharge pipe and 80NB diffuser. As discussed in section 3.3, the TCDC discharge is 

compliant with the existing discharge consent. 

The existing consent will expire in 2030, therefore renewal of the consent would be 

required for any options that utilise this discharge. Renewing the consent will require 

new ecological assessments of the Wigmore Stream close to this renewal time. This 

ecological assessment would need to quantify the impact that the TCDC discharge is 

having on the Wigmore Stream. However, the Wigmore Stream has other potential 

point source and non-point source discharges to it such as septic tanks seepage, 

farming activities and stormwater which will affect the instream quality. Additionally, 

with increased flows to the WWTP, the maximum consented discharge would need to 

be increased to ~1,400m3/day. 

The key considerations for this disposal method are the ecological effects on the 

freshwater stream as well as the cultural and social impacts.  
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FIGURE 22. EXISTING EFFLUENT STREAM DISCHARGE TO WIGMORE STREAM VIA 

PIPE AND DIFFUSER 

9.2 LAND DISPOSAL 

This disposal option involves irrigation of treated effluent to farmland or forestry 

throughout the year. Technical implementation of this disposal option would, as a 

minimum, include: 

• Site selection and procurement of approximately 35ha of land including setback 

considerations; 

• Geotechnical investigations of land to be irrigated; 

• Pipeline from WWTP to irrigated land approximately 2.5km along road; 

• Pump station/s; 

• On-site storage at the WWTP and land disposal site (pond or tank) for peak 

period flows and peak wet weather storage (approximately 12,000m3, 15-day 

storage); 

• Irrigator (spray or sub-surface); and 

• New consent application. 

The key considerations for this disposal method are the nitrogen and hydraulic 

loading limitations, loads to the receiving environment from nitrogen and phosphorus 

leaching, soil conditions and topography. 
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FIGURE 23. INDICATIVE LAND DISPOSAL AREA FOR SCALE COMPARISON 

9.3 OCEAN DISCHARGE 

This disposal option involves discharge of treated effluent via a long marine outfall. 

Technical implementation of this disposal option would, as a minimum, include: 

• Geotechnical investigations of pipe alignment; 

• Ecological assessment of proposed discharge point; 

• Modelling of ocean currents and dilution; 

• Pipeline from WWTP to coastline approximately 2-3km; 

• New consent application. 

The key considerations for this disposal method are the ecological effects on the 

ocean, nature of ocean currents as well as the cultural and social implications. 
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FIGURE 24. EXAMPLE OF AN OCEAN OUTFALL FROM ROSEDALE WWTP, AUCKLAND 

(WATERCARE) 

9.4 DEEP WELL INJECTION BORES 

This disposal option involves injection of treated effluent into deep bores. Technical 

implementation of this disposal option would, as a minimum, include: 

• Hydrological assessment of potential bore locations at a significant distance 

from water supply bores; 

• Injection shaft drilling depth as determined by geology; 

• Pipeline from WWTP to injection bore; 

• Pump well to inject effluent; 

• Nitrogen removal from effluent to reduce risk of nitrate formation; and 

• New consent application. 

The key considerations for this disposal method are the ecological effects, 

groundwater contamination, groundwater levels and location of existing water supply 

bores. 
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FIGURE 25. CROSS SECTIONAL DIAGRAM OF DEPTH COMPARISON OF WATER SUPPLY 

BORE AND DISCHARGE INJECTION BORE (CHRISTCHURCH CITY COUNCIL, 2018) 

9.5 WATER REUSE 

This disposal option involves water reuse of treated effluent. Technical 

implementation of this disposal option would, as a minimum, include: 

• New advanced treatment process after WWTP (such as ultrafiltration reverse 

osmosis and ultraviolet advanced oxidation) to produce high-quality water for 

repurposing; 

• High nutrient, pathogen, and viral reduction; 

• New distribution network for the reused water; and 

• New consent application. 

The key considerations for this option are the social and cultural perceptions and high 

technically skilled operators. 
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9.6 DISPOSAL OPTIONS EVALUATION 

A comparative evaluation of the disposal options based on a traffic light system has been summarised in Table 14 below. 

TABLE 14: DISPOSAL OPTIONS EVALUATION 

CRITERIA STREAM DISCHARGE LAND DISPOSAL OCEAN DISCHARGE DEEP WELL INJECTION BORE WATER REUSE 

Cultural 

Acceptability 

Low acceptability as 

direct discharge to 

water. 

Medium but dependent 

on choice of land. 

Low as direct discharge 

to water. 

Low acceptability as 

indirect discharge but 

water reuse perception. 

Low acceptability as 

poor perception around 

direct water reuse. 

Social 

Acceptability 

Medium as already 

existing discharge but 

growing local concern. 

Medium but dependent 

on choice of land. 

Low as popular 

recreational use of 

beaches. 

Low acceptability 

depending on location 

of bore and proximity 

to drinking water bores. 

Low acceptability as 

poor perception around 

direct water reuse. 

Environment 

No construction 

impacts as existing 

disposal structure. 

 

Medium construction 

impacts from long 

pipeline installation in 

road reserve. 

 

Medium construction 

impacts from pipeline 

installation in road 

reserve and marine 

area. 

Medium construction 

impacts as deep bore 

construction. 

 

Medium construction 

impacts from new 

advanced plant 

construction. 

May have adverse 

ecological effects 

depending on stream 

flow. 

May lead to nutrients 

leaching into nearby 

streams. 

May have adverse 

ecological effects 

depending on dilution 

and currents. 

May contaminate 

aquifers. 

Regenerative use of 

water resources. 

Operational 

Complexity 

Low Medium Low Medium High 

Capital Cost 

Low as may require 

minor upgrades to 

discharge pipe and 

diffuser. 

Medium as require 

acquisition of land, 

irrigation system or 

agreement with forestry 

companies. 

Medium to high as 

require direct drilling 

of long pipeline and 

installation of long 

marine outfall. 

High as require 

extensive geological 

investigations and 

construction/ 

installation of deep well 

with casings and pump.  

High as would require 

construction of a new 

advanced treatment 

process after WWTP. 

New distribution 

network. 
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TABLE 14: DISPOSAL OPTIONS EVALUATION 

CRITERIA STREAM DISCHARGE LAND DISPOSAL OCEAN DISCHARGE DEEP WELL INJECTION BORE WATER REUSE 

Operating Cost 

Low as minimal 

maintenance of existing 

pipeline required. 

Medium as require 

irrigation operation and 

maintenance costs. 

Could be negated 

through planting of 

useful crops or 

providing for forestry. 

Low as only minimal 

maintenance of pipeline 

required. 

Medium as requires 

maintenance costs of 

deep well and pumping 

costs. 

High as require power 

consumption, 

operational and 

maintenance costs to 

run a second advanced 

treatment process. 

Geotechnical 

Risks 

Low as discharge 

pipeline already 

existing. 

High as require pipeline 

construction and 

hydraulic loading 

dependent on soil 

properties. 

High as require direct 

drilling of pipeline. 

High as effluent 

dispersal is dependent 

on geological properties 

of bore location. 

Low as require a new 

site location of 

advanced treatment 

process. 
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9.6.1 CONSTRAINTS 

Key constraints to the implementation of the proposed disposal options include: 

• Acceptability of disposal options to iwi and community. Direct discharge of 

treated effluent is perceived as culturally or socially insensitive. 

• Requiring additional assessment of ecological effects. All the disposal options 

are contingent on external factors beyond design control. Some of these factors 

include stream flow and ecology for stream discharge, soil and topography for 

land disposal, tides and currents for ocean discharge and soil properties and 

existing aquifers for deep well injection bores. 

• Funds for capital investment. Without sufficient capital funds, the disposal 

options are highly limited in terms of the potential options that can be feasible. 

• New/renewed consent discharge limits. These dictate the treated effluent 

quality, the effects on the environment and therefore the disposal method. 

• Effluent quality from the wastewater treatment plant. The disposal option is 

largely dependent on the standard of treatment achieved by the wastewater 

treatment plant. 

• Acceptable ground conditions. Land disposal and deep well injection bores 

require certain soil conditions or topography for the option to be feasible. 

Appropriate land selection is key to the implementation of these two options.  

• Location of the stream discharge. It may be very challenging to propose a new 

stream discharge location therefore the existing location may be fixed.  

• Local expertise for operation and maintenance. Deep well injection bores and 

water reuse both require specific knowledge and skill for efficient operation of 

the processes. Without operators in close proximity with suitable backgrounds, 

adequate management and operation of the processes may be challenging.  

9.6.2 RISKS 

Key risks to the implementation of the proposed disposal options include: 

• Iwi or community dissatisfaction. The choice of disposal method may be 

perceived as culturally or socially insensitive therefore impacting TCDC’s 

relationship with iwi or the community. 

• Non-performance of the overall treatment scheme to meet high quality 

effluent standards. The new plant may not meet the stringent discharge limits 

and therefore may adversely affect the environment. This may lead to non-

compliance and community frustration. 

• Ecological effects may be worse than anticipated investigations. Similar to the 

above risk, this may lead to non-compliance, community frustration and 

additional financial investment to reduce the effects. 

• Underestimating the required consent discharge limit. The actual growth 

estimates may exceed the current growth projections. Therefore, the 

consequence may be an alteration to the new or renewed consent to increase the 

limit or infrastructure sizing. 

• Unforeseen ground conditions during construction. This could occur to the 

pipeline for land disposal or ocean discharge or the deep well injection bore. 
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This may require extensive capital costs to amend the design as well as 

additional geotechnical investigations for a new alignment or bore. 

• Uncertainty of geological conditions for deep well injection bores. Initial bore 

investigations may therefore escalate in cost. 

• Unable to procure land appropriate for land disposal. This could be due to the 

soil conditions, topography of the land or proximity neighbouring properties. 

This may then lead to high capital costs to procure or install a long pipeline to 

reach the appropriate land site. 

• Contamination of a drinking water source. Disposal of treated effluent via 

deep well injection bores may contaminate water supply wells. Hence this 

option, as well as water reuse, may have implications on human health. 

Although the wastewater is treated to a very high standard, the risk is still 

prevalent. 

• Inadequate operation of unfamiliar disposal processes. Deep well injection 

bores and water reuse both require specific knowledge and skill for efficient 

operation. With minimal experience and background, these processes may be 

run ineffectively. This may lead to contamination of water supply wells or 

human health implications. 

9.6.3 OPPORTUNITIES 

Key opportunities of the proposed disposal options include: 

• Innovation of newer disposal technologies into NZ through deep well injection 

bores and water reuse. 

• Close loop regenerative water supply through deep well injection bores or water 

reuse. 

• Removing discharge of effluent from the Wigmore Stream. 
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10.0  
NEXT STEPS 

10.1 STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND COLLABORATIVE APPROACH 

Any potential options need to be thoroughly canvased with the key stakeholders to 

ensure all viable options have been considered and there is a collaborative approach to 

develop the best outcome for Hahei.  

10.2 CONSULTATION WITH COUNCILLORS 

Following the consultation meetings, the proposed way forward will be discussed with 

the Council to get agreement on proceeding with Stage 2. 

10.3 STAGE 2 EXPANSION REPORTS 

The work under this stage will build upon the options identified and discussed with 

stakeholders in Stage 1 and Council.  The outcome of this stage will be a report which 

makes clear the preferred servicing option, staging and further design and physical 

works required.  
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12.0  
LIMITATIONS 

12.1 GENERAL 

This report is for the use by Thames Coromandel District Council only, and should not 

be used or relied upon by any other person or entity or for any other project. 

This report has been prepared for the particular project described to us and its extent 

is limited to the scope of work agreed between the client and Harrison Grierson 

Consultants Limited.  No responsibility is accepted by Harrison Grierson Consultants 

Limited or its directors, servants, agents, staff or employees for the accuracy of 

information provided by third parties and/or the use of any part of this report in any 

other context or for any other purposes. 
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APPENDIX 1  
OVERVIEW OF TCDC WASTEWATER 
SCHEME 

  



 

  

 

 

OVERVIEW OF TCDC WASTEWATER 

SCHEME 

The Hahei WWTP is located at 20 Pa Road and was built in 1980. The plant consists of an 

inlet screen, aeration pond, retention pond and a membrane filtration unit. Treated effluent 

is discharged into the Wigmore Stream. TCDC currently hold consent for the discharge of 

effluent which is due to expire on 15 December 2030.  

 

FIGURE 26. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE HAHEI WWTP 

INLET SCREEN 

The raw influent passes through a drum screen with 1-2mm perforations to remove large 

solids. These solids are then conveyed and compressed using an integral screw into a bin. 

The unit includes a bar screen bypass for overflow. Figure 27 shows the inlet screen. 

 

FIGURE 27. INLET SCREEN 

  



 

  

 

 

AERATION POND 

The screened sewage enters the aeration pond. There is currently one baffle 

curtain and three aerators installed; two Aquarators and one Aqualator. The pond is 

scheduled for de-sludging before June 2020.  

Table 1 summarises the aeration pond dimensions and retention times.  

TABLE 1: AERATION POND CHARACTERISTICS  

PARAMETER UNITS VALUE 

Surface Area m2 700 

Depth m 2.4 

Volume m3 1,700 

Off-Peak Flow1 m3/day 84 

Off-Peak Retention Time days 20 

Peak Period Flow1 m3/day 203 

Peak Period Retention Time days 8 

 

FIGURE 28. AERATION POND  

RETENTION POND 

The retention pond has an approximate volume of 3,230m3. Generally, it operates as a 

maturation pond with supplementary aeration using a single brush aerator. Two baffle 

curtains are installed to prevent short circuiting of flow. 

Table 2 summarises the retention pond dimensions and retention times.  
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TABLE 2: RETENTION POND CHARACTERISTICS 

PARAMETER UNITS VALIE 

Surface Area m2 2,230 

Depth m 1.45 

Volume m3 3,230 

Off-Peak Flow1 m3/day 84 

Off-Peak Retention Time days 38 

Peak Period Flow1 m3/day 203 

Peak Period Retention Time days 16 

 

FIGURE 29. LAYOUT OF AERATION RETENTION PONDS 

MEMBRANE FILTRATION UNIT (MFU) 

The MFU consists of two membrane cassettes with a hydraulic capacity of 600m3/day 

(300m3/day per cassette). Both were recently replaced in February 2020 due to integrity 

issues with the structure.  
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DISCHARGE STRUCTURE 

Treated effluent is discharged to the Wigmore Stream via a perforated pipe 

diffuser. The diffuser is constructed from a one-meter length of 80NB PE pipe, fixed to the 

stream bed. 

SOLID WASTE 

Sludge is generated from the biological treatment of organic matter. The excess sludge solids 

settle to the bottom of the two ponds, accumulating and degrading over time.  

WIGMORE STREAM 

The Hahei WWTP currently discharges treated effluent to the Wigmore Stream.  The Wigmore 

Stream near the WWTP is a soft-bottomed, slow-flowing waterway that is influenced by 

saltwater intrusion which reaches up to the upstream site at times. The mouth of the stream 

connects to the sea at the main beach at Hahei, 1km downstream of the discharge point. 

It should be noted that within the Wigmore Stream there are regular blockages of the stream 

outlet due to build-up of sand from tidal flows. This is due to the natural tidal processes, 

currently TCDC manage and maintain this to ensure free flow of water within the estuarine 

environment. 

  



 

  

 

 

APPENDIX 2  
SCHEMATIC OF NETWORK OPTIONS 

  















 

  

 

 

APPENDIX 3  
PLANNING IMPACTS 
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HAHEI WATER AND WASTEWATER  
SERVICE EXPANSION STRATEGIC PLAN 

 HG PROJECT NO : 

  DATE: 

1.0 PLANNING IMPACTS  

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

1.1 RESOURCE CONSENTS 

TABLE 1: CURRENT HAHEI WATER PERMITS AND DISCHARGE CONSENTS  

AUTHORISATION EXPIRY PURPOSE HOLDER 
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FIGURE 1: LOCATION OF EXISTING WATER PERMITS (BLUE DOTS) AND DISCHARGE PERMITS (GREEN DOTS) IN 

HAHEI.  

1.2 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT (RMA) 

ā

• 

• 

• 
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• 
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FIGURE 2: EXAMPLE OF INUNDATION PREDICTION FROM THE WRC COASTAL INUNDATION TOOL 

http://coastalinundation.waikatoregion.govt.nz/
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 NATIONAL POLICY STATEMENTS AND NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS 
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1.3 WAIKATO REGIONAL COUNCIL POLICIES AND PLANS  
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1.4 THAMES-COROMANDEL DISTRICT PLAN  
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FIGURE 3. HAHEI ZONING AS SHOWN ON MAP 19A  

(NOTE THE YELLOW CIRCLE INDICATES THE LOCATION OF THE EXISTING WWTP). 

 OVERLAYS  

• 

• 

• 
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FIGURE 4. HAHEI DESIGNATIONS AND OVERLAYS AS SHOWN ON MAP 19A.  

THE RED DOTTED LINE INDICATES THE STRUCTURE PLAN 

FIGURE 5. HAHEI DESIGNATIONS AND OVERLAYS AS SHOWN ON MAP 19B. 
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 DESIGNATIONS  

• 

• 

 SITE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES 

• 

• 

• 

1.5 OTHER MATTERS 

 MARINE AND COASTAL AREA (TAKUTAI MOANA) ACT 2011 

ū ā

 PARE HAURAKI COLLECTIVE REDRESS DEED 

 IWI ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN  

ā

 LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 

ā
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 2019 NEW ZEALAND-AOTEA ROAD GOVERNMENT TOURISM STRATEGY 

 RELEVANT GUIDELINES 

1.6 SUMMARY 
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1.0 Purpose of the project 

The purpose of the project is to develop a high-level, prioritised and staged feasibility plan (including requirements 

for consenting) to provide for an expanded area of service for water and wastewater services provided by TCDC.    

This information will be input into TCDC’s forward work planning, therefore the project timeframe is critical.    

2.0 Scope of the project 

2.1 Overall project Objectives 

• To identify current and future constraints to the water and wastewater network.     

• To identify an interim servicing area that utilises existing system and consent capacity with only relatively 

minor changes to existing infrastructure.  

• To develop options for an ultimate servicing area to accommodate future growth areas.  

• To identify how the expansion can be staged to manage the distribution of costs over time, level of service 

that can be achieved and potential environmental effects with an expansion.  

• To document an expansion feasibility plan (including identification of associated consents that may be 

required) that can be used in forward planning by TCDC.  

• To identify the issues and risks associated with taking over the Hahei Water Supply Association and 

recommend a way forward. 

2.2 Water and Wastewater Expansion Feasibility Plan Reports 

The feasibility plan needs to document the assessment of options and make a clear recommendation on the 

servicing approach to be progressed, along with the recommended staging of investigations, design and physical 

works.   

The following components need to be considered in the feasibility plan for water and wastewater:   

• Background data review - water and wastewater  

 Current system overview and flows including seasonal influence  

 Capacity of existing water sources, treatment plant components and treated water storage and  

compliance with the current consent and drinking water standards  

 Documentation of non-TCDC infrastructure assets  

 Fire flow requirements  

 Capacity of existing wastewater treatment plant components, and capacity for disposal/discharges (for 

wastewater) and compliance with currents consents.  

 Summary of existing level of service and existing system constraints.  No modelling is expected.    

• Legislative requirements of TCDC (i.e. LGA 2002, LGA 1974, Health(Drinking-Water) Amendment Act 2007)  

• Resource consent/Designation constraints/considerations   

• Zoning constraints and identification of prospective plan changes  

• Existing and proposed statutory considerations including, but not limited to:  

 Waikato Regional Plan and Coastal Plan;  

 Thames Coromandel District Plan;   

 Waikato Regional Council – Plan Change 1 (Healthy Rivers);  

 National Policy Statement on Urban Growth Capacity; 

 National Policy Statement Freshwater Management 2014 (NPSFM);  

 NZ Coastal Policy Statement;  

 National Planning Standards.  

• Future considerations:  

 Forecast growth (to 2048) and likely timeframes (infill/redevelopment and new growth areas outside 

current settlement footprint medium term, long-term (2048) horizons to be defined).   

 Development of low/medium and high growth scenarios may be required.  
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 Forecast design flows and produce a demand/flow curve over time.  

 Ability to implement demand management and how this impact on forecast design flows.    

 Upgrades already identified  

 Future system constraints (water and wastewater)  

 New sources of water  

 Water storage and transmission  

• Initial options for:  

 Interim servicing - a plan identifying where and how the area of service can be expanded with only 

minimal upgrades and how this sits within forecast growth and flows/demands.  This needs to specifically 

consider:  

o Identification of pro’s and con’s associated with taking over the HWSA supply and implication to 

broader servicing options.    

o Wastewater options to service properties running alongside Wigmore Stream as a short-term 

priority.    

 Medium-term growth servicing options – plans identifying high level options to expand the area serviced 

by TCDC in a medium-term growth scenario.  

 Long-term growth servicing options - plans identifying high level options to expand the area serviced by 

TCDC in a medium-term growth scenario.  

 Identification of risks associated with the different options including consenting, construction, programme 

and budget risks.  

The assessment of options should include the following items:  

• The interim servicing option is required to specifically addresses the issues and options associated with 

taking over the HWSA supply and identify a preferred option. This is required to be delivered in advance of 

the full wastewater and water expansion feasibility plan reports.  

• The development of concept level costs including allowances for investigation, design, consenting and 

construction costs and key operational costs to support NPV analysis.    

• Identification of further investigations that may be required to support future design and/or consenting.  

• A multi-criteria assessment (MCA) to include consideration of items such as community and iwi outcomes, 

environmental objectives, resilience, cost and project risks. One MCA will be held to cover both water and 

wastewater options.  

• A consenting/statutory approvals strategy identifying what approvals would most likely be required and the 

risks/challenges associated. 

Options for water to include options for reticulation, storage and treatment. Options for the water supply reticulation 

may include expanded on-demand supply, trickle-feed supply, rainwater tanks with council source for tanker filling. 

Options will need to consider seasonal variations of demand and firefighting implications.    

Options for wastewater to include reticulation, treatment and discharge. Options for the wastewater reticulation may 

include gravity or alternative technologies (such as pressure sewer).  

Modelling is not required for this project. 

All options to clearly summarise associated benefits and risks. Cost estimates are not expected to be developed for 

this options report (note they will be required for the final expansion feasibility plan) but an indication of scale of cost 

for comparison between different options will be required. Option comparison and assessment will be carried out in 

Stage 2 of this study.    

GIS-based plans should be prepared for the recommended options and shall clearly identify the objective, the scope 

of work required, consenting or other statutory approvals required, costs and recommended timing.    

The expansion feasibility plan reports will be required to summarise the analysis undertaken, key findings and to 

document the recommended approach for expanding the water and wastewater services in Hahei. Separate 

expansion feasibility plan reports will be required for water and wastewater.    

The water supply report will need to summarise the risks and benefits associated with taking over the Hahei Water 

Supply Association network and recommend a way forward.  


